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A strongly e.onnected digraph G with n vertices savisfying the condition that the sum of 
degrees far any two nonadjacent vertices is at least 2n is ~ancyc~ic unless G is a tournament 07 n 
is even and 0 = I?!.?. 
I. Introduction and summary 
Chc [S] generalized Birac’s [3] well known theorem on hamiltonian cycles in 
graphs by proving that a graph with n vertices is hamiltonian provided the degree 
sum for any two nonadjacent vertices is at least nt. Bondp [1] extended this result by 
showing !that a graph satisfying Ore’s condition is not only hamiltonian but even 
pancyclic, unless the graph is regular, completes bipartite. Ghouila-Houri (41 
generalized Dirac’s theorem to digraphs, and Woodail fl I] generalized Ore’s 
theorem to digraphs. We say that a digraph wifh n vertices satisfies condition (c,) if 
for each pail* of nonadjacent vertices, the degree sum! is at least 2n - 2 + i. Meyniel 
[7] generalized the results of Ghouila-Houri and Woodall by showing that a 
strongly connected digraph satisfying (c,, is hamiltonian. Overbeck-Larisch [9] 
gave a short proof of Meyniel’s theorem and Bonily and Thomassen [2] gave a short 
proof of a sfightly stronger version of Meyniel’s theorem. Hgggkvist a;nd Thomas- 
sen [Cj generalized Ghouiln-Houri’s theorem by showing that a strongly connected 
digraph G with n vertices and minimum degree at least n is pancyclic unless n is 
even and G =: J? g,g, and Overbeck-Larisch 1101 proved that a strongly connected 
digraph satisfying (cs) is pancyclic unless it is a tobrnament. 
By using the results af [Z, 61 and the ideas of [‘lo) we solwe the problem posed 
independently by HPggkvist and Thomassen [6] and Overbeck-Larisch [lo]: we 
sh,ow that a strongly connected digraph C with n vertices satisfying (~3) is 
paqrclic, unless G is a tournament, or n is even and G = &.P, This result 
generalizes altl the abckve mentiioned results (except for Meyniel’s theorem). me 
re~c;ulf is best possible in the sense that there are stxongly connected digraphs which 
satisfy (cl), which 
bipartitti. 
are not tou~aments~ and lwh41ch are neither pancyclic nor 
A &yq=& (directed graph) G consists of a set V(G) of vertices and a set E(G) 
of orilered pairs (x, y ) (called edges) of distinct vertices. If n, y E V( (3) and 
(x, y) E E(G), we say that x &minates y. The path cmsisting of the (distinct) 
vertices ‘Xl, x2, l . .,X” and the edges (x, x1+ ,), 1 6 i s n =m’ 1, iti dcrJoted 
Xi--*x2-+ l l l -+ xn and is called an xl -+ x,, path. If A, Is (;; V(G), then an A -i) B 
path is an Q =+ b path P such that Q E A, B E B and V(P) II <A U 8) = (G b). We 
write x -+ A (resp. A -+ x) path instead of {x)+ A (resp. A -+ (x)) path. The cyck, 
consisting of the (distinct) vertices x1, x2,. , ., xn (n 3 2) and the edges (x4, x,.,), 
I s i G n - 1, and (x,, x1) is demted xl -+ xr -9 - l l -+ xn -+ :sI. The cycle with n 
vertices is denoted Cfl. If G is 3 digraph and A, B are nubsets of V(G), we 
define E(A-*B)=((x,y)EE(G)fxEA,yEB} and 19(4,Bj=B(A-,i3) 
U E(B +A). We write E(x -+ A ) instead of E((x} + ~5 ) and similarly !tor 
E(A 4 x) and E(x, A). The out&gree (resp. indegree) of a vertex x in G! is defined 
asIE(x ==+ V(G))1 (resp. fE(V(G:}-rx)/)andisdenoted &(x9 G)(resp, d”(x, G 1). 
The degree d(x, G) of x in G is dcfinled as ] E(x. V(G))/ = &(x, G) + d’-fx, &i). Fat 
p 2 1, &,,p denotes the symmctrkc digraph associated with the undirected graph 
K P. p’ 
Wi?h the notation above, a digraph G satisfies condition (c~) if ancI only if: 
Vx,yEV(G):x,y nonadjacent =+ d(x,G)+d(y,G)a2n-2*i. 
A digraph G is hamilronian iif it has a cycle of length I V(G)/ and pancycfic if it 
has cycks of every length k, 2 s k s f V(G)I. Thus a tournament is not pancyclic, 
but it is well known (see e.g. [S, p. 2061) that every strongly connected tt3urnamc;nt 
with n vertices contains cycles of all lengths k where J < k < n, All terms rmat 
defined above can be found in Harary’s book [5]. 
The following results of [2, 6) are used in this paper. 
Theorem A. 16, Theorem 21. If a strongly connected &graph G with n vertices hers 
minimum degree at least n, then G is parrcyclic, or n is even and G = &,JI, 
Theorem B. Let G be a nonhamilton& strongly connected digrrlph with n vlerticces, 
and suppose G satisfies (co). Let S : xi -+ x2 -+ l a l -+ xk =+ x 1 be a qde of 6; such that 
for no cycle S’ of G, V(S) is a proper subset of t’(s’). Then G contains 4 vertex 
v cz V(G) - V(S), and rhetnt is CL rlomber cx, such thcrt x, dominates v, x,+~ and v are 
nonadjacent, and d(x~,,,O)+d(v,G)=2n --2. 
orem B which implies Meyoiei’s thee m 171 is an immediate conse,quence of 
emem 2). 
2.1. 16, Lemma 1). 1’ a digruph C with n vertices conrains ~1 CW-, i;rtnd rhc 
vertex not in this Cn._ , has degree at kut n, 4chen 43 is pancyclic, 
Lemma 2.2. [6, ternma 21. Let G k a strmgly connected digraph containing a 
Cn_;!~‘~“Xz~“‘~Xn_2”SrR1, whm n = 1 V(G~bl.-dLet yt9 y2 be the oertices not 
contained in this ~yck, and suppcsse d(y,, C) 2 n, d(yz, G) 2 n, and G jj CT,, t. Then 
n is even, and thr* &ration ccan be chosen such that J+ dominates and is dominated by 
preciseiy XI, x.5,. l a, &-3, YI, and y2 dominates and is dominated by precisely 
x2, X4, . . ., X n_.ZI yl. In patticutar, G is hamiltonian. 
Lemma 2.3. tet G be a digraph containiq the path P : x1 + x2 -+ - . - -+ xk, and let 
x be a vertex of V(@) - V(P). lf 1 E(x, V(P))1 2 :. + 2, rhtw G contains an x, -+ x1, 
path with vertex set V(P) U 1x1.’ 
For a proof of Lemma 2.3, see e.g., 121. 
3. A sufficient condition for a digraph to be pancyclic 
We begin with a series of lemmas. 
Lemma 3.1. Let G be a strongly connected digmph stitisfying (cz), Suppose H is a 
strongly connected subgraph of G such that 2 6 I V(H)\ < 1 V(G)/ 7 ii and suppose 
every vertex of V(G) - V(H) has degree 3 n. Then either G k puncyclic, r)r there is a 
ver&?x v E V(G)- v(w), such that G - u is stmzgly cannected. 
Proof. Let H’ bc a subgraph of G such that 
(i) Ei’ is strongly connected, 
(ii) Y(H) c V(W)+ V(G), 
and 
(iii) I!?’ is maximal with respect to (i) and (ii). 
If ( V(W)1 = n - 1, we have finished, so assume ! V(W)/ s n - 2. Let x, be a 
vertex of V(G)- V(W) which is dominated try some vortex of H’, and let 
P:X~--+X~-+*~*~Xr-+ y he s shsrtest xI--+ V(H‘) path. (Then y E V(H’), and 
xi E V(G) - V(H’), for 1 d i c r.) Tke suhgraph of G, induced bgt V( H’) CJ V(P), 
is ciearly a gtrortgly co:uxx:ted digraph, hence it equals G, by the maximality 
property of H’. So t = n --1 1V(H’)i X2, We shall show that r = ?. For if r -2 3, then 
x2 must be adjacent to sume vertex of H’, becaitse d(xt, G) % n, and x2 dominatcc 
na vertex irrf {x4, xs, . . ., x.1, and 2 s 1 V(H‘)j = n - r. Ruf then the subgrapk of CC 
induced by Ix,, x,) U V(W) or (x?, x‘,, . . .* x,} U V(H’), & 3 strongly connected 
s&graph of G, contradicting the maximality property of #I’. So we conclude that 
r 5: 2. By the minimality of P3 xl (resp. x2) dominates (resp. is dominated by) no 
vertex af Hr. Since d(x+, C) ZB n, and d(x2, G)* n, we conclude that c~(x,, 6) =f 
d(xar G) = vl, and that x1 (up. x2) is dsmiraated by (resp dominates) all vertices of 
H’, and that x, dominates and is d~rn~~at~d by x2. Now H’ 2 G - {XI, ~2) is a 
Iy csnncctcd digra ph satisfying (c+ 1 Hettce it is hamiitonkn, by Theorem B 
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Lemma 3.2. Let G be a stroq$y connected digragh si2tiSfyirrg (ace).’ Sq8ptxe S is a; 
cycle of G, such that 1 V(S) f < n = 1 V(G) I, and every uertex of G - V(S) has degree 
at least n (in S). I&n either G is pancyclic, it G ccr;ntui& a cyck S’ of length n - 2 
such thut V(S)c V(S’). 
proof. Let S’ be a cycle of G such that V(S) c V(S’)f V(G) and such that 
1 V(S’)l is maximum subject to this condition. Assume G is not pancyclic. Then 
1 V(S‘)l d n - 2, t?y Lemma 2.1, and by Lemma 3.1, G cant ains a vertex x E 
V(G) - V(F) ‘such that G - x is strongly connected. Ci - x satisfies (co), so by 
Yheorem B, 9 contains two consecutive vertices u,, u-, l, and G - x contains a 
vertex v nut irr S’, such that (u,, U) E E(G), ZJ and u~.,.~ are nonadjacent, iind 
d(u,,r,G -x)+-d@, G -x)-7: 2(n - I)-2. Since d(up+II G)+.d(v,G)a2n, we 
have: (u, x)E E(G), and (x, u~+,)E E(G). 
Then cfeariy G has a cycle S” with vertex set V(S’) U (x, v). By the maximality 
property of S’, S” is a hamiltonian cycle of G, so 1 V(S')l = n - Z!, and the lemml;k is 
proved. 
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that the following holds : Every connected digru,rt which has 
fewer than n trertices, (n 3 5), and which satisfies (Q), is tcither pI\ ncyclic, a 
tournament, or one of the graphs g,,,. Let G be a strongly connected digrcqh wirk n 
vertices satisfying (c2). Suppose G contains a cycle S qf length r~ - 2, such rhar the two 
vertices y ,, y2 not in S both have degree at least n. Then G is pancyclic, or n is even 
and G = zf.4. 
Prof. Suppose G is not pancyclic. Then by Lemma 2.1, clone of the graphs 
6 - yl, G - y2 is hamilsonian. Also, by Lemma 2.1, lE(yi, V(S))/ G n - 2, for 
i == 1,2. Since d(yiy G) 2 tr, for i = 1,2, we conclude that yl dominates and is 
dcminated by y2, and fE(y,, V(S))l=d(yr,G)-2- n-2, for i = 1,2. Let 
xi-x2-+” l + x, _2-+ x1 be the cycle S. 
(1) For each i 6: {2,2,. ..,n -- 2) and each i E {1,2} we have: 
(~8, y!)E E(G) es+ (y,, xi+# E(C). 
Prcpof of (1). Since G - J+ is not hamiltonian, we have: f E(xi + yj )I -6 
t E(y, -+ x,,,)[ =Z 1, for each i. Furt hct more, n_2=C~~:(IE(x,-*y,)l~ 
1 .E(yj -+ xi+r)l, and (1) follows. 
(2) For each i,1 E(Xi +(yt, yd)I = lE(bl~ Yz)--*Xi)I = ‘1,. . 
CH.B~ of (2). We shall first show that IE(zi + (y,, yz))f a 1, for each i. Suppose 
k yJE E(G), and suppose (X 1+,, yt) @ E(G). Since G - y2 is not hamiltonian, yt 
and x,+1 are nonadjacent; hence d(x,+l, G) 3~ 2n I- B(yl, G) = a. men, by ~wIB?~. 
2.1, G -m- xi+1 is not hamiftonian; hence (~2% xr+t)& E(G). By (I), (%+E$ Fs) E E(e). 
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By repeating this argument, we conclude that f E(x, 4 (y,, ~2))) 2 1, for each i. 
Similarly, f E(tp, y2) -+ x,)f a 1, for each i. Since 2(n - 2) = lE(V(S), {y,, yz))j = 
xz[IE(xc -=+I, y&l+ lJJq~yl,yzb x,)1]* (2) f~bvS. 
From (2) it follc~s that El = G - (yl, y2} satisfies (c2). Hence H is either 
pancyclic, or a toumament, or n is even and N = #&.~-,. 
Suppose first that H is pancyclic, or a tournament. In either case, H contains 
cycles of aI1 lengths k, 3 s k s n - 2. Clearly G contains a 2-cycle (namely 
yt “+ yz -+ j$* Since 0 is assumed not to be pancyclic, G contains no cycle of length 
n - 1; then by Lemma 2.2, the notation can be chosen such that yl is adjacent to no 
x,, with i odd, and yz is adjacent to no x,, with i even. But then, for i odd, we have: 
d(x,, G) 2 2n - d(yl, G) = n, and similarly. d(x,, G)B n, for i even. Now by 
Theorem A, n is even, and G = R2.9; but this contradicts the assumption that H is 
pancyclic or a tournament, 
So we can assume j:hat H = &_.,.+-,. Combining this with (2), we conclude that 
each vertex of G has degree at. Now the lemma follows from Theorem A. 
Lemma 3.4. Let G be a strongly connected digraph with n 2 3 vertices satisfying 
(cl). Then G conuains a cycle of length 3, unless n is even and G = &,p. 
Proof. By Theorem B, G has a hamiltonian c;+cle xi - x2 - . . l 3 x, ---* xl. If each 
vertex of G has degree 3 rz, then the lemma follows from Theorem A, so assume 
w.1.g. that xI has degree at most n - 1. If x, is adjacent to all vertices IDf G .- x1, ;hen 
we define cy = max~i~~~n,xrdominatesx,},andxr~x,--*~,,1--,~lisacycleof 
length 3. So we can assume that xi and x, are nonadjacent for some a. Then 
d(x,, G) a 2n - d(xI, G) 3 n + 1, and consequently n-l~d(x,,G)--29 
~~~~(~E(X,~X,.i)f+jE(X*+i+i4X,)I). Hence (x,, x,+,1 E E(G), and 
(Xo+i*l& ) E E(G), fol some i, where 1 s i 4 n - 2 and G contains a cycle of 
length 3. 
We now state an6 prove the main result. 
Theorem 3.5. Let G be a strungly connected digraph with n 2 3 vertices satisfying 
(c$ Fur es& pair x, y Qf nmadjacent vertices : d (x, G) + d ( yt C) 2 2 n. 
Then either G is a tmmametlt ; or n is even, and G = &.y; or else L? is pmcy~?ic. 
Proof of Theorem 3.5. We prove the theorem by reductio ad absurdurn. Suppose 
the theorem is false, ,snd tet G be a digraph with as few vertices’as possiiik, fcrr 
which the theorem f;tils. The theorem is easily verified for graphs with 3 or 4 
vertices, so assume I’E * 5. We can also assume that G is an <‘edge-maximal*’ 
cou~terexaapk, i.e,, wrhcnever we add 
satisfies the conclusion oF 
form g&p dws not cmtaiw a digraph 
conciude that the a&Mm of any edge 
an edge to G, then the resulting digraph 
Since a tournament and :s digraph of the 
satisfying (ca) as a proper subgraph, we 
to G results in a pancyclic ciigraph, 
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Define A +E V(G)ld(x,G)sn -I) and B =(x E V(G)Id(x,G)art). 
Since G is not a tournament, B is nonemtpy. G(A) is either empty or contains a 
tournament with vertex set A. 
Suppose first that G contains a cycle S such that A c V(S)+ V(G); (this is the 
cibe, if A = 4), or if G(A) is strongly connected). By Lemma 3.2, we can assume S 
hzts length if - 2. But then we conclude, by Lemma .X3, that either G is pancyclic, 
01’ G = &VJ (n even). In either case we have a corstradiction. 
So in what follows we can assume that A # a, arid that G(A ) is not strongly 
connected. The rest of the proof is almost identical with the proof of [lo, Theorem 
31. Let G,, G2, + . .Y Gs be the strong components of G(A), such that no vertex of Gi 
dominates a vertex of Gi, if i > j. Let P : a --) u1 + u2 --, * l l + & + 6 be a ShCzteSt 
V(G,)4 V(G,) path in G. Then V(P)fW(G,) = (a), and V(P)nV(Ch) = {b). Put 
A’= A - {ut, ~2, . ., &}. Then G(A’) contains a spanning tournament, and Gr and 
G, are strong components of G(A ‘). It is easy to see that G(A’) contains b + Q 
pathsofalilengthsm,wherel~m~(A’)-l~n-k-l.LetP’beab~apath 
of G (A ‘) containing all vertices of A ‘. Then P U P’ is a cycle containing all vertices 
of A. If P U P ‘ d,oes not contain all vertices of G, then by Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, 
either G is pancyclic, or n is even, and G = &. But this is a contradiction; so 
assume V(P) U t’(P) = V(G). Since G (A ‘) contains 6 -+ a paths of all lengths m, 
lsrnmn-k-II’, G contains cycles of dll lengths m, k+2srnsn. If a is 
dominated by each ui, 2 < i =S k, then clearly G is pancyclic, which is a contradic- 
t ion. So define v =E max (i 12 s i s k, (ui, a) jZ E(G)). Then G contains cycles of all 
lengths m, where t + 2 s m s n. Also, G contains cycles of all lengths m, with 
2 s m s r, because G U {(u,, a)) is pancyclic, and because no 4 -+ u, path of G has 
length < r. We shall show that G contains a cycle of length r + 1, and thereby reach 
a contradiction, which will prove the theorem. If r = 2, we get a contradiction by 
using Lemma 3.4, so assume r 3 3. We shall consider the cases t 3: 4, r = 3, 
separately. 
Suppose first I 2 4. Since u, and a are nonadjacent, we have: uI E B. Afsa, 
ul E 8. Since the shortest u1 + u, path has length r - 1 > 2. (i.e., there is no path of 
the form ur -+ z -+ uJ, and since u1 (resp. u,) dominates (reap, is dominated by) no 
Ui* 3si6r (resp. 16icr--2), we get: 
(3) d+(u,,G)+d-(u,,G)sn-r+2. 
Since u, and a are nonadjacent, and Q E A, we have: d(u, G)a 2n - &r, G) a 
n + 1. So, by (3), we get: 
(4) d’(u,Gj+d-(u,,G)~n+ltn-d-(u,G)-d+(u,G)Bn+r-1. 
(4) implies that 
1 E(u, 3 (V(G)- (u,, ~2,. . ., ur)))f + 1 E(V(G)- {u,, 4~2,. . t uck+ ul)f 3 
an+r-I-(2r-2)=n-r+l, 
and hence there is a y E V(G) - {ur, ~2,. ., u,}, SU& that U, domina&s y9 md y 
dominates ul. Thien ul -+ u2- l . l -+ 24, + y -+ u3 is (7 cycle of kng& r + 1, and we 
ave reached a contradiction. 
COtSidW firtally the Ct3Se r ET 3. if Ut-+ ff2-+ u3 is the oniy Ut + u.? path of length 
2, then we argue as in the case. where ir > 3. So assume G contains a path 
g*-%ji-+&$& -whel e y+ &* By the minimaJity pruperty of P, y E A ‘-- 
(V(G,) U ~(~*)). Since G ~~~~~~~& a b -+ a path with vertex set A ’ - {y), C - uz is 
hamittonim SO d(uzr G) g n - X, (because G is not pancyclic), i.e., u2 E A. Since 
“al! ve~tkes of A ate adjacent, and (u* u&E E(G) we have (u,, a)+~ E(G). Also, y 
dominates a, because y E A - V(G;,). Now, G cantaics the cycle 
u-+l~-+U*-+y-ia (resp. u --* f.4 -4 y - u2 + a ), if (ur, y ) (fesp. (y, uz)) is an 
edge of G. This contradiction finaffy proves the theorem. 
fle~~~~rk. We can describe a family of strongJy connected digraphs, which satisfy 
(c,) and which are not pancyclic. Let G,, be the &graph defined as follows: 
V(G%rn) = 1% x2, l ’ ‘, XtJ, and EQT%,,) ;= (Ix,, q)f i < j9 or i=j+q- 
((x,, xf+,,&l t s i s n -- m + 1). Then Grrm is strongly connected and contains no 
cycle of length M. If n? =* (n! + 1)/Z, then Gem satisfies (Q)_ 
Theorem 3.5 hE:s thte following corcsflaries: 
Ccllrollary 3.7. rJ G is LZ &graph with n vertices sutisfying : 
Vx,yEVKq:(x,y)$E%(G) J ti’(x,G)+d”(y,G)al, 
Prtmf. It is easy to see that a d~graph G satisfying the assumption c:lf the corollary 
is strungly connected, So by Tt?eorem 3.5, we need only show that G is not: a 
tournament. For this, Set xl c* x2+ l * 0 --, x, -a-, xz he a hamiltonian cycle of G. if 
~_i+~ dominates xi for some i, we have finished, so assume the opposite. Then 
d”(~~+~, G)+ d-(x$, G)“: PI for each i Audi h’znce 
which shows that G is not a tournament. The prcof is complete. 
The ccxdar) is a glenerafization of the theorem of Woodaif [ 1 l] asserting that 
every digraph, which *satisfies the assumption of Corollary 3.7 is hamiftonian. 
We atso get the fo~~~owing result of Bandy 11 cm und~r~~t~d graphs: 
~~~~~ M. Eel G b an u~di~~ct~d g~~~~ with 83 vertices uch that for mcCa pair 
of nunadjtzce~i m~r&s~ tk stm of degrees is a~ least n. Then G b pancydic, UP PI is 
CWR and si = k”g*g. 
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